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Lambert is a conjuror, but he doesn't like being a conjuror. We
meet him on his way to Canada, where he is to appear on
stage. His father was buried the previous day and people
would have understood if he'd stayed at home – but Lambert
is not a great decision-maker. He just drifts through life
without deciding the direction; he is a doubter, one who often
questions himself and his position in the world.
But everything will suddenly change in Montreal: not long
after his arrival he meets Fe, a woman who does research into
extinct animals and immediately fascinates him.
Shortly before he is about to leave, Lambert panics – at home,
his old life is waiting for him, but without his father; his
girlfriend is also waiting for him, and he doesn't know what
they have in common; at the same time he feels he urgently
needs to spend more time with Fe. Will he have the courage
to risk everything?

Press
"In Jo Lendle’s What We Call Love, readers should be prepared
to encounter preternatural occurrences. If they are open to
this, the magic of this surreal story will captivate … Anything
but usual." freundin
"Lendle tells of these seemingly so banal entanglements and
developments with a wonderfully light irony, open-heartedly
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and without even the slightest touch of any oppressive
morality that castigates the seeming unruliness of erotic
aberrations." Nürnberger Nachrichten
"The ending of this entertaining novel is left hanging –
confusing and enchanting at the same time." Neue
Osnabrücker Zeitung
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